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Escalation of human-elephant conflict (HEC) in India threatens its Asian elephant
(Elephas maximus) population and victimizes local communities. India supports 60% of
the total Asian elephant population in the world. Understanding HEC spatial patterns will
ensure targeted mitigation efforts and efficient resource allocation to high-risk regions.
This study deals with the spatial aspects of HEC in Keonjhar forest division, where
345 people were killed and 5,145 hectares of croplands were destroyed by elephant
attacks during 2001–2018. We classified the data into three temporal phases (HEC1:
2001–2006, HEC2: 2007–2012, and HEC3: 2013–2018), in order to (1) derive spatial
patterns of HEC; (2) identify the hotspots of HEC and its different types along with the
number of people living in the high-risk zones; and (3) assess the temporal change in
the spatial risk of HEC. Significantly dense clusters of HEC were identified in Keonjhar
and Ghatgaon forest ranges throughout the 18 years, whereas Champua forest range
became a prominent hotspot since HEC2. The number of people under HEC risk
escalated from 14,724 during HEC1 and 34,288 in HEC2, to 65,444 people during
HEC3. Crop damage was the most frequent form of HEC in the study area followed by
house damage and loss of human lives. Risk mapping of HEC types and high priority
regions that are vulnerable to HEC, provides a contextual background for researchers,
policy makers and managers.
Keywords: human-elephant conflict (HEC), spatial pattern analysis, populations at HEC risk, HEC hotspot
mapping, trends in spatial risk, types of HEC

INTRODUCTION
Rapid human population growth and over-exploitation of wildlife resources has degraded suitable
habitats and threatened the survival of many wildlife species (Tischendorf and Fahrig, 2000;
Fahrig, 2003; Rushton et al., 2006). The imbalance between economic development and wildlife
conservation is not only causing economic loss but also impacting the day to day lives and personal
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Morzillo et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Kitratporn and Takeuchi,
2020), patterns of crop-raiding and prediction of HEC hotspots
(Gubbi, 2012; Acharya et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Naha
et al., 2019) except for some studies on compensation distribution
patterns (Karanth et al., 2012; Karanth et al., 2013; Sengupta et al.,
2020).
Our study is based in the Keonjhar forest division of
Odisha province, in eastern India. As per a state government
report, Odisha has the highest HEC in India and loses more
elephants than other more elephant-bearing provinces. Odisha
also recorded the highest number of human deaths due to HEC
in 2017–2018, while it only harbors 1,976 elephants, which is less
than Assam (∼5,700) and Karnataka (∼6,000) provinces (MoEF
and CC, 2018). Keonjhar forest division has evidenced a sharp
fall in the elephant population from 112 elephants in 2002 to only
40 elephants in 2017. Such decline in the elephant population
is not a consequence of poaching, which is a rare occurrence
in the Keonjhar forest division, but as a result of a devastated
and fragmented landscape, which has forced elephants to leave
their native home range and scatter out into other regions (MoEF
and CC, 2017). From 1989 to 2016, 13.7% of the total forest
cover in Keonjhar forest division had been lost, mainly due to
mining, agriculture and developed areas (Patra and Sethy, 2014;
Tripathi et al., 2019). This has led to an escalation of HEC, that
took 198 human lives (between 2000 and 2018) and destroyed
20,800 hectares of crop land (during 2005 and 2018). Many
researchers who have discussed the issue of HEC in this region
have done it from a very human-centric perspective and they
have recommended some extremely restrictive measures that
disregard the right to natural existence of elephants (Vihar et al.,
2012; Thakur et al., 2016; Mohanty and Mishra, 2017).
This study spatially analyzed the distribution of HEC which
would facilitate stakeholders to identify high-priority villages for
conflict intervention. Thereby, we encouraged mitigation efforts
to be focused toward these vulnerable regions and provided
suggestions to improve the current mitigation approaches, and
to maximize their impacts in a cost-effective manner. Our
study aims to: (1) identify significant spatial patterns of HEC
distribution, (2) evaluate the number of people under threat of
HEC in the clusters using spatial scan statistics, (3) map the
hotspots of HEC as well as its different types, and (4) assess the
temporal changes in the spatial risk of HEC over the study period.

safety of people (Jadhav and Barua, 2012; Li et al., 2018).
Ultimately, this leads to frequent and severe conflicts between
humans and wildlife in areas where they interface and where
wild animals have easy access to concentrated and reliable food
sources (Baruch-Mordo et al., 2008).
Indian Elephants (Elephas maximus indicus), a subspecies of
Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) is a prime example of a
species known for the highest wildlife damage in India, causing
extensive damages to property and loss of human lives. Nearly
2,381 people and 490 elephants have died in India from 2015
to 2018 (MoEF and CC, 2018) and between 2000 and 2010,
0.5 million households have suffered annual losses due to crop
raiding by elephants (MoEF, 2010, 2012). The Indian government
has paid compensations of around US$ 19.2 million for damage
to crops and property and US$ 5 million for human lives lost due
to HEC from 2014 to 2018 (MoEF and CC, 2018). While 60%
of the world’s elephant population is found in India, only 30%
of these elephants survive within large contiguous forests (Naha
et al., 2019; Sengupta et al., 2020). The rest depend on small forest
ranges under constant pressure from human encroachment. Due
to threats such as habitat degradation, human–elephant conflict
(HEC), and poaching (Leimgruber et al., 2003; Hedges et al., 2005;
Sukumar et al., 2016; Menon et al., 2017), Asian elephants are
vested with the highest degree of Wildlife Protection under the
Schedule-1 in India. Ongoing conservation efforts are directed
toward protecting elephants, but HEC is a serious drawback
in finding a tradeoff between anthropocentric development and
protection of elephants (Sampson et al., 2019). Thus, effective
mitigation of HEC is a top conservation priority for this keystone
species, not only in India (Karanth et al., 2012), but also in the
world (Chen et al., 2016).
Despite years of research and financial investments on
mitigation, we are still lacking knowledge on the fundamentals of
HEC (Dickman, 2010; Karanth et al., 2012). This data deficiency
is a significant problem affecting the sustainability of HEC
mitigation projects. Spatial analysis of HEC patterns is essential
for understanding the underlying processes of conflict, and to
develop mitigation management plans which prioritize high-risk
regions. In general, there is a certain notable relationship between
the spatial phenomenon of HEC and the geography of that area.
Exploring these significant relationship patterns will not only
provide insights about the geographic dispersal of HEC and the
underlying drivers, but also allow various stakeholders to detect
regions and populations under high risk of HEC, regardless of the
area of extent (Huang et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2009). This study
integrated statistical and spatial analyses into human-elephant
conflict research for an exploratory pattern analysis and locating
the high-risk zones of HEC.
Socio-economic factors such as trust in administration,
awareness and education, economic status and religion build
communities’ tolerance toward elephants while promoting coexistence (Dickman, 2010; Redpath et al., 2015; Nyhus, 2016; Saif
et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the competition for limited resources
between humans and elephants co-habiting an overlapped
landscape remains a leading cause of HEC (Morzillo et al., 2014;
Shaffer et al., 2019). In spite of that, very few studies have explored
the concepts of spatial distribution of HEC (Sitati et al., 2003;
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area
Human-elephant conflict incidences that occurred in the forest
ranges of Keonjhar forest division, East India (Figure 1), were
the primary data source for this study. The study area is
located between latitudes 21◦ 10 N–22◦ 100 N and 85◦ 110 E–
86◦ 220 E and covers an area of approximately 6,038 km2 .
The study area is the mining hub of Odisha province, where
minerals like Manganese (Mn), Iron (Fe), and Chromite (Cr)
are generally found within forest areas. Nearly 30% of the
land is covered by dense forest which mostly include Northern
tropical deciduous trees such as, Sal tree (Shorea robusta),
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Asan (Terminalia elliptica), Jamu (Syzygium cumini), Mahua
(Madhuca longifolia), Mango (Mangifera indica), and Kendu
(Diospyros melanoxylon). Keonjhar forest division has patchy
forests which support 50–60 elephants and act as their movement
paths to neighboring states. The study area has around 1,600
villages with a total human population of 1,801,733 people
(Census, 2011). About 80% of its residents are classified as rural
of which 35% depend on agriculture.
The study area experiences three main seasons; summer, rainy
season and winter. The temperature fluctuates depending on the
season, with the average temperature during summer being 33–
36◦ C and during winter it is 14–17◦ C. Rainfall is also highly
variable with a mean annual rainfall of around 1,535 mm.

three temporal phases HEC1, HEC2 and HEC3. This function
compares the actual value of K (K-true) with expected value of
K (K-expected) for assessing spatial regularity (clustering). Edge
correction was applied to reduce the bias produced from the
non-detectability of points from the random pattern outside the
window (Ripley, 1988). The output of this analysis helped us to
quantitatively assess whether the cases were driven by chance
(random pattern) or some external factors (cluster pattern).

Investigation of HEC Clusters
Spatial-weighted matrix is the key component in constructing
spatial autocorrelation statistics. Prior to cluster analysis, a
spatial-weighted matrix was executed using higher order queen
contiguity, which quantified spatial associations and connectivity
among the HEC incidences. The HEC incidences which
did not have neighboring incidences were excluded and the
resulting matrix was used to construct the spatial autocorrelation
(Getis and Aldstadt, 2004).
Although, there are other popular methods for investigating
clusters (Kelsall and Diggle, 1995; Duczmal et al., 2006) they
were not suitable for our study as they additionally required the
geographic information for all non-case data too (Huang et al.,
2008). The intention of this investigation was to find out the
number of major HEC clusters in the study area. To this end, we
used a K-means unsupervised clustering algorithm to evaluate the
number of HEC clusters “K” in HEC1, HEC2, and HEC3 (James
et al., 2013). To find the optimal K for the algorithm, we plotted
the number of clusters (from 2 to 15) against the clustering
compactness (sum of squares within the corresponding clusters).
The algorithm then started randomly assigning each event to the
K number of clusters and calculated the mean center of each
cluster. Euclidean distance was calculated between each event and
the clusters’ mean centers. The events were reassigned to a new
cluster of closest mean centers and then it recalculated the mean
of the new centers. The process was repeated until no points were
reallocated to another centroid. The silhouette coefficient (Si) was
used to validate the goodness of clustering, where overall positive
Si explained the number of clusters in HEC distribution.

Data Collection and Generation of
Spatial Data
We gathered data from all possible sources such as the damage
compensation records of the Keonjhar Forest Division, published
literature and reports from Indian Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change (MoEF & CC). According to
the Wildlife Protection Amendment Rules (2002) (Odisha),
compensation shall be paid to the victims for the damages
caused by wild animals, after a certain level of verification by
the forest and police departments. The scheme encourages the
public to voluntarily report losses suffered from wildlife. We
collected HEC data recorded by victims from 2001 to 2018, which
contains information about the victim’s details, village name, date
of event, damage caused by elephants to people, property and
crops, and the amount compensated according to the loss. The
HEC incidences were grouped into three temporal phases such as
HEC1 (2001–2006), HEC2 (2007–2012) and HEC3 (2013–2018)
for analyzing the trend of HEC pattern over different phases of
time in our study area. Although there was no spatial information
in the collected data sets, we geocoded the incidents by assigning
the centroid coordinate of the village where the incident had
happened and prepared a geodatabase for further spatial analysis.

Descriptive Spatial Analysis
The descriptive spatial analysis of HEC incidences was carried
out in three steps: (1) pattern detection of HEC distribution
by measuring the spatial homogeneity using distance-based
Ripley’s K-function; (2) neighborhood analysis and investigation
of the HEC clusters and; (3) hotspot detection using spatial
autocorrelation statistics (Figure 2).

Detection of HEC Hotspots
Local indicator of spatial association (LISA) was used to locate
hotspots where HEC cases are extreme and geographically
homogeneous. LISA uses Moran scatterplot, which is calculated
using Local Moran’s I and based on Moran scatterplot, all the
HEC villages were categorized into four groups: High-High
(HH), High-Low (HL), Low-High (LH), and Low-Low (LL).
HH-HEC and LL-HEC are positive spatial autocorrelations,
where HH represents the clusters center with high HEC cases
surrounded by high HEC cases while LL represents the low HEC
case clusters surrounded by low HEC cases. HL-HEC and LHHEC are the negative spatial autocorrelations, which represent
the dissimilar values in its neighboring locations (Anselin, 1995).
Univariate LISA cluster maps were plotted based on the Moran
scatterplot categorization for HEC1, HEC2, and HEC3. Monte
Carlo randomization (499 permutations) was implemented to
assess the significance. The HEC cases having p-values larger than
0.05 were classified as not significant.

Spatial Pattern Detection of HEC Distribution
HEC spatial patterns result from discrete stochastic phenomenon
and using inappropriate approaches to analyze the pattern can
lead to misrepresentation of the results due to spatial dependency,
spatial noise, non-stationarity and heterogeneity (Boots and
Getis, 1988; Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Logan and Martinez, 2018).
Our interests lay in the pattern of distribution of conflicts relative
to one another, therefore, we preferred a distance-based point
pattern analysis. Ripley’s K-function was used to interpret the
spatial patterns of HEC distribution under the null hypothesis
of complete spatial randomness. K-value was calculated using
“Kest” function of “spatsat package” in R statistics for the
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FIGURE 1 | Map showing the land cover and land use of the study area comprising forests, scrub land, built up areas, mining, crop land, water bodies and
transportation networks. Keonjhar District has seven-forest ranges: (1) Barbil, (2) Bhui yan-Juang Pihra (BJP), (3) Champua, (4) Ghatgaon, (5) Keonjhar, (6) Patna,
and (7) Telkoi. Source: Keonjhar Forest Division.

Mapping Human Populations at Risk

A map of SCW was plotted where each circular window
represented significant high risk HEC clusters including the
number of people living inside the respective circular windows.
SaTScan also calculated the relative risk (RR = ratio of
observed HEC counts within the SCW to its expected HEC
counts) for each SCW (Kulldorff, 2013), which represented
the HEC risk inside the SCWs with respect to outside.
The SCWs where the risk within the circular window was
twice (RR > 2) that of outside were identified as highrisk clusters (Ge et al., 2016), as the people inside these
clusters were more likely to get attacked by elephants than
people outside.

SaTScan a non-parametric spatial scan statistic was used to
characterize HEC clusters by scanning with spatial circular
windows (SCW). SaTScan uses Kulldorff ’s technique (Kulldorff,
1997; Kulldorff, 2013) which is the most powerful (Duczmal et al.,
2006; Alemu et al., 2013) and widely used method (Zhao et al.,
2013; Areias et al., 2015; Ge et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016)
for spatial analysis of irregularly shaped clusters. The scanning
position and size of circular window are flexible, which changes
for each location of HEC incidence and calculates the number
of detected and expected incidences inside the SCW. The size of
SCW was determined based on the radius enclosing a minimum
of 30% population at risk of HEC. Ma et al. (2016) observed
that the windows might be too large to contain the low-risk
locations if the window covered 50% of the population, which
might lead to a high false positive rate. However, the windows
with smaller populations might be too small to detect the real
high-risk locations, thereby leading to a high false negative rate.
Considering several studies (Ge et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016;
Ma et al., 2016) and the nature of our data we selected the
SCW covering 30% of the population at risk and the overlapping
SCWs were excluded.

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

Assessing Temporal Trends in the Spatial
Variation of HEC Risk
Kernel density interpolation was used to create a continuous
surface map of HEC distribution. HH-HEC villages and highrisk SCWs were overlaid on the HEC kernel density map,
for better perception of the densest clusters of high-risk HEC
regions and its spatial variation over the period of 18 years
in the study area.
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FIGURE 2 | A methodological flowchart for this study.
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FIGURE 3 | The graph represents the result of inferential analysis of K-function, which is statistically deviating from complete spatial randomness. Distribution of the
true values of K [Kpois (r)] for HEC1 (A), HEC2 (B), and HEC3 (C) incidences (blue line), which is compared to their corresponding expected values [Kiso (r) in black
line, Ktrans (r) in red line and Kbord (r) in green line]. HEC incidences are clustered at distances greater than 1.825 km, 2.03 and 2.1 km for HEC1, HEC2, and HEC3
respectively. Note: The isotropic, translate and border corrections are executed by default in the K-function of R.

pattern of HEC1, HEC2, and HEC3 were observed to be
significantly clustered (Figure 3). We found that HEC incidences
in HEC1 (Figure 3A), HEC2 (Figure 3B), and HEC3 (Figure 3C)
appeared to be more clustered than expected at distances greater
than 1.8, 2, and 2.1 km, respectively.
A summary of spatial weighted matrix of higher order
queen contiguity for HEC1, HEC2 and HEC3 are listed
in Supplementary Table 1. The number of neighbors
for each observation is shown in a connectivity histogram
(Supplementary Figure 1), while the neighborhood structure is
shown in connectivity maps (Supplementary Figure 2).

Spatial Distribution of HEC Impacts on
Human Life and Property
To illustrate the distinction and the underlying patterns of
severity of HEC impacts on human lives, property and crops,
HEC data was categorized into three classes; human casualty
(human death and injury), house damage and crop raiding. We
extracted the hotspot villages for each type of HEC using Moran
scatter plot and LISA (according to the method followed in the
section “Detection of HEC Hotspots”). Separate Kernel density
maps were plotted for human casualty, house damage and crop
raiding. Subsequently, the High-High hotspot villages of each
HEC type were overlapped over the corresponding kernel density
surface to assess the regions that were highly impacted by human
death and injury, house damage and cropland destruction.

Characterization of HEC Clusters
The dissimilarity within the clusters is shown in a group sum of
squares chart (Figure 4) for selecting the optimal K. The curve
is monotonically decreasing, so it was difficult to figure out the
point where the curve starts to flatten out. The change in the
within-cluster sum of squares was observed to be increasing as
the number of clusters reduced from 4 to 3 for HEC1 (Figure 4A)
and HEC2 (Figure 4B) and 5 to 4 for HEC3 (Figure 4C).
We set K = 3 for HEC1, K = 3 for HEC2 and K = 4 for
HEC3, whose cluster compactness (Table 1) was 70.1, 69.8, and
77.6% respectively. Silhouette coefficient supported the evidence
that the selected numbers of clusters were optimal as the overall
silhouette values were positive (Si = 0.42 for HEC1, Si = 0.44
for HEC2, and Si = 0.40 for HEC3). The aim of this analysis
was not to achieve 100% compactness within the clusters but to
identify a reasonable number of clusters which could potentially
explain a considerable part of the HEC distribution. The cluster
centers for HEC1 were located in Keonjhar, BJP, and Ghatgaon
forest ranges, for HEC2 in the border of Ghatgaon and Patna,

Software Tool
The SaTScanTM software (v 9.6, Kulldorff and Information
Management Services, Inc.) was used to determine the highrisk clusters and to characterize the SCW. Open GeoDa software
(Arizona State University, United States) was used for Moran
scatterplots and LISA analysis. ArcGIS (v10.6, ESRI Inc.) was
used to plot the HEC kernel density map. R (v3.6.1) was used
for pattern detection using Ripley’s K-function and cluster analysis
using k-means function.

RESULTS
Spatial Patterns of HEC
Ripley’s K-function test provided evidence against the nullhypothesis of complete spatial randomness, i.e., the spatial
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FIGURE 4 | The graph is showing the dissimilarity within the clusters by calculating the within clusters sum of squares for corresponding number of clusters. The
curves are not showing an obvious point where the curve starts to flatten out. However, it can be observed from the curves that it is decreasing at k = 3, k = 3 and
k = 4, which can be considered as optimal-K for respective HEC1 (A), HEC2 (B), and HEC3 (C).

HEC3 but with a greater areal extent in the Champua forest
range (Figure 5C).

Champua and Telkoi forest ranges and for HEC3 in Keonjhar,
Champua, border of Champua and Patna and Telkoi forest ranges
(Supplementary Figure 3).

Populations at Risk Within HEC Clusters
The significant high-risk HEC clusters were represented in
SCWs (0.5–10 km radius of blue circles) (Figure 6). The RR of
significant SCWs (Table 2) for the whole study period ranged
from 2.708 to 6.682. We found 4 SCWs for HEC1, where W1 3
SCW (radius 4.3 km) in Ghatgaon forest range (Figure 6A)
with a population of ∼5,200 people were recorded as the most
vulnerable zone for HEC1. The RR of W1 3 SCW was 2.085,
indicating that the risk of HEC within the particular SCW was
higher than that of outside. Around 10 SCWs were found for
HEC2, where ∼13,800 residents (RR = 2.126) living in the W2 6
SCW (radius 4.7 km) of the Champua forest range (Figure 6B)
were exposed to high risk of HEC. In the same period, W2 1 SCW
(radius 3.9 km) in the Keonjhar forest range was also identified
as a highly conflicted region with ∼6,150 people (RR = 3.134)
under threat. We observed 12 SCWs for HEC3 (Figure 6C)
where respective populations of ∼17,500 (RR = 1.971), ∼11,800

HEC Hotspots
The Moran scatterplot (Supplementary Figure 4) represents the
linear fit through the standardized HEC values, where the slope
corresponds to Moran’s I value [HEC1 = 0.112 (Supplementary
Figure 4A), HEC2 = 0.039 (Supplementary Figure 4B) and
HEC3 = 0.071 (Supplementary Figure 4C)].
The LISA cluster map (Figure 5) augments the location of
significant HEC hotspots derived from the Moran scatter plot.
However, we have only focused on the HH-HEC locations to
identify the hotspots. The hotspots during HEC1 (Figure 5A)
were mainly identified in Keonjhar, Ghatgaon and in the border
of BJP and Keonjhar forest ranges. During HEC2 (Figure 5B)
the hotspots were found in Keonjhar and Champua forest
ranges with few HH-HEC clusters in Ghatgaon and Patna forest
ranges. These regions were also observed to be hotspots during
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TABLE 1 | List of different number of clusters according to within sum of squares with their cluster compactness values (cc%) and silhouette values (Si).
HEC1

HEC2

HEC3

No of clusters (K)

cc%

Si

No of clusters (K)

cc%

Si

No of clusters (K)

cc%

Si

K=3

70.1

0.42

K=3

69.8

0.44

K=4

77.6

0.40

K=4

75.3

0.40

K=4

76.8

0.39

K=5

80.5

0.32

It shows that K = 3, K = 3, and K = 4 are the optimal K values for HEC1, HEC2, and HEC3.

crop damage was the most challenging issue in the study area,
with 5,140 hectares of cropland being raided and ruined by
elephants. The intensity of crop damage which was experienced
all over the landscape, was also very high in comparison to human
death and house damage (Figure 8C). Champua forest range
was the most susceptible to crop damage followed by Telkoi,
Keonjhar and BJP forest ranges. Around 35 villages were found to
be highly impacted by crop raiding in the Champua forest range,
followed by around 25 villages in the Telkoi forest ranges. The
Barbil forest range bordering the Champua range recorded the
lowest crop raiding incidents in the study area with only a few
affected villages.

(RR = 1.923) and ∼16,250 (RR = 1.708) people living within
the respective SCWs; W3 3, W3 4, and W3 6 (radius 4.8, 4.6, and
7.01 km) of the Champua forest range were highly vulnerable
to HEC. Apart from the Champua forest range, W3 2 SCW (of
radius 3.2 km) in the Patna forest range with a population of
3648 (RR = 2.505) was also identified as a major SCW with a
significant risk of HEC.

Temporal Trends in the Spatial Variation
of HEC Risk
The kernel density map was created where the risk indices were
ranging from 0 to 1 and equally divided into five groups: (1) nonrisk areas (0–0.2), (2) very low-risk areas (0.2–0.4), (3) mid-risk
areas (0.4–0.6), (4) high-risk areas (0.6–0.8) and (5) very highrisk areas (0.8–0.1). The densest clusters of high-risk HEC regions
were distinguished by the commonly overlapped areas on the
HH-HEC villages and SCWs maps overlaid on the kernel density
map (Figure 7).
During HEC1, the high-risk HEC regions were spatially
concentrated in the border of Keonjhar and Ghatgaon forest
ranges (Figure 7A), which scattered throughout the study area
(Figure 7B) during HEC2. Around 20 villages primarily from
the Ghatgaon forest range and nearly 30 villages, majorly from
Keonjhar forest range were found to be highly affected by
elephant attack during HEC1 and HEC2, respectively (Table 2).
The spatial risk was severely intensified throughout the landscape
and concentrated in the northern part of study area during HEC3
(Figure 7C), where around 45 villages were found to fall within
the high-risk zone of HEC (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
Human disturbance and land use change has limited original
habitats of elephants (Leimgruber et al., 2003; Choudhury et al.,
2008; Naha et al., 2019; Sampson et al., 2019). Converting
habitats to cropland, urban spaces and linear construction
(road, railway, channels and bridges etc.) influence the natural
patterns of elephant movement (Dasgupta and Ghosh, 2015).
Such fragmented habitats cause elephants to come into closer
proximity and greater contact with human society as elephants
seek to fulfill their nutritional, ecological and behavioral needs
(Sukumar, 1990). This overlap in the space use between people
and elephants lead to more frequent conflict (Wilson et al.,
2015; de la Torre et al., 2021). Although past studies have
analyzed spatial variation of HEC, conceptual obstacles still exist
due to the complex nature of the relationship between HEC
and its occurrence in a specific spatial context. Controlling
elephant depredation requires proper understanding of the
conflict distribution patterns across time and space scales
(Gastineau et al., 2019; Williamson et al., 2020) and spatial
risk assessment can be a valuable mechanism in locating
the HEC hotspots.

Spatial Variation in HEC Impacts on
Human Life and Property
In the seven forest ranges of Keonjhar forest division, 35,900
HEC cases were recorded from approximately 530 villages during
2000–2018. Wherein, the casualty was noted at ∼300 people
and additionally hundreds of people were injured by elephants.
We observed that human casualty incidents due to HEC had
occurred in nearly 50 villages, among which 25 villages were
entirely from the Keonjhar district (Figure 8A). The highest
casualties were reported from villages in the Keonjhar forest
range and its border to Ghatgaon and Champua ranges. Analysis
of house damage showed that about 30% of total houses damaged
by elephant attacks were completely destroyed and the rest were
partially damaged. The house damage incidences were spread
all over the study area (Figure 8B) and spatially concentrated
in Keonjhar and Champua forest ranges, where the number of
highly impacted villages were 22 and 12 respectively. Moreover,
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Interpretation of Spatial Trends in HEC
Prone Zones
The conflict incidences were concentrated to a few regions in
the central part of the study area during HEC1, where ∼15,000
people suffered from damage caused by elephants. During HEC2,
conflicts spread all over the landscape, putting ∼23,600 people
from the Champua and Keonjhar forest ranges in high HEC risk.
Around 1.02% (62 km2 ) of the total area was under high risk
of conflict during HEC1 and 1.82% (110 km2 ) during HEC2,
which increased to 5.46% (330 km2 ) during HEC3. As a result,
∼85 km2 within the Champua forest range became the largest
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FIGURE 5 | Maps showing the LISA significant point clusters for HEC incidences in Keonjhar district for (A) HEC1, (B) HEC2, and (C) HEC3. LISA cluster maps
were classified into 4 classes based on Moran scatterplot categorization. The HEC cases having p-values larger than 0.05 were classified as not significant and
shown in yellow dots. The dark red and dark green locations are indications of positive autocorrelation (HH; high HEC values surrounded by high, and LL; low HEC
values surrounded by low) while, the light green and light red are negative autocorrelation indications (LH; low surrounded by high and HL; high surrounded by low
HEC cases).

area under high risk during HEC3, where the vulnerable human
population to elephant attack was ∼45,500 people. Besides,
Keonjhar, Ghatgaon and Patna forest ranges also have shown
a steady rise in conflicts since HEC1. Owing to the periodical
movement of elephants from neighboring provinces to the
northern parts of the study area (Chatterjee, 2016; Das et al., 2018;
Kanga et al., 2018), the indiscernible conflict risk in Champua

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

and Barbil ranges during HEC1 had distinctly heightened by
HEC2. Barbil forest has an elephant corridor connecting it to a
forest reserve in the neighboring province (Jharkhand), which
also happens to overlap with rich mineral resources in this area.
The elephant range surrounding the corridor and the elephant
movement pathways were encroached by mining and subjected
to other biotic pressures from villages such as extraction of fuel
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TABLE 2 | Table showing the results from the Kulldorff’s spatial scan statistics performed in SatScan and the HH-HEC villages inside each SCW.
Temporal session

HEC1

HEC 2

Forest range

Spatial circular
window (SCW)

Radius of SCW

Human population
inside SCW

No. of HH-HEC
villages inside the
SCW

Relative risk (RR)

Keonjhar

W1 1

8.3

4,879

9

1.710

Ghatgaon

W1 2

4.5

4,268

7

1.995

W1 3

4.3

5,191

3

2.085

BJP

W1 4

4.47

386

0

5.900

Keonjhar

W2 1

3.9

6,151

13

3.134

W2 2

1.2

1,783

0

2.973

W2 3

3.4

3,589

5

2.289

W2 4

3.1

2,507

5

2.696

W2 5

1.1

429

0

4.468

W2 6

4.7

13,802

6

2.126

W2 7

1.02

795

0

3.623

W2 8

0.74

344

0

6.682

Patna

W2 9

3.03

3,309

2

2.038

Telkoi

W2 10

3.7

1,579

0

2.291

Patna

W3 1

0.86

296

0

5.893

W3 2

3.44

3,383

2

2.505

Ghatgaon
Champua

HEC 3

Ghatgaon

W3 7

3.7

3,363

0

3.581

BJP

W3 12

2.6

1,777

0

2.370

Champua

W3 3

4.8

17,476

8

1.971

W3 4

4.6

11,775

9

1.923

Keonjhar

Telkoi

W3 5

2.03

2,483

4

3.420

W3 6

7.01

16,255

18

1.708

W3 9

5.4

1,387

0

2.760

W3 10

1.7

1,297

3

3.655

W3 11

2.02

3,648

0

2.000

W3 8

5.7

2,304

0

3.498

We estimated the radius of each SCW and the number of people living inside the respective SCWs for each forest range in the Keonjhar district.

which is leading to frequent conflict with the human society
in this landscape.

wood and other forest products (Vihar et al., 2012; Menon et al.,
2017). This in turn has led to a higher degree of HEC.
The conflict scenario in and around the central part of the
study area has prevailed throughout the 18-year period. The
southern extent of Keonjhar forest range is more likely to harbor
permanent herds of elephants because it is in close proximity
to the current Asian elephant habitat range (Menon et al.,
2017). Therefore, the possibility of conflicts remains high due
to increased infringement of elephant habitats by agriculture
and rural settlements. The rate of declining forest density in
the study area (Figure 7) can also be recognized as a factor
contributing to the elephant menace due to its impact on
shrinking elephant habitats (Vihar et al., 2012). The dense forest
cover has been decreased by almost 40% between 1990 and
2000 and by 51% from 2000 to 2012 (Patra and Sethy, 2014;
Tripathi et al., 2019), majorly due to mining and agriculture
followed by urbanization, timber smuggling (Tripathi et al.,
2019), and forest fires. Frequent explosions, transportation of
ores and dumping of waste from the mining industry also disturb
the tranquility of elephant habitats. Additionally, pollution and
drying up of perennial streams (Harichandan et al., 2017) cause
elephants to move away from their native territory in search
of water. Consequently, elephants are attracted toward easily
accessible sources of food and water in the nearby villages,

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

Interpretation of HEC Impact on Human
Life and Property
Crop damage was the most frequent form of HEC, which
was spread persistently across the landscape (Figure 8C)
predominantly in Champua, Telkoi and Keonjhar forest ranges.
The forest covers of these respective ranges have been degraded
by 9.5, 11, and 23% from 2001 to 2018, with an overall decline
in 18% of the forest cover throughout the whole study area. The
forests have been majorly converted to cropland and settlements
(Vihar et al., 2012; Patra and Sethy, 2014; Tripathi et al., 2019)
creating fragmented habitats which elephants continue to use for
their sustenance because of their firm loyalty to their traditional
home ranges (Baskaran et al., 1993; Cushman et al., 2005).
Besides, cropland was dominant over other land use types in the
hotspot regions, where paddy crops hold ∼50% share of crop area
(Sahu, 2020) and are highly preferred by elephants over natural
forage due to its easy accessibility, nutrition and palatability
(Sukumar, 1990; Campos-Arceiz et al., 2009). Therefore, the
conversion of elephants’ traditional home ranges into crop lands,
along with dietary preferences of elephants cause frequent crop
raiding in these hotspots.
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FIGURE 6 | Maps showing the geographical locations of high-risk HEC SCWs for HEC1 (A), HEC2 (B) and HEC3 (C) where blue circles of radii ranging from 0.5 to
10 km show the SCWs. The red bars plotted within the SCWs show the number of people at risk in each SCW.

However, while the settlements in Patna are dispersed, and its
highly fragmented forest patches which are too small to host
elephant herds, thereby reducing the chance of casualties due
to HEC in that area. Elephant attacks are mostly accidental
in nature and driven by the lack of awareness of local
residents, who either venture into the forest or settle and
cultivate in elephant ranges (Sukumar, 2003; Sahu and Das,
2012; Mishra et al., 2015; Chatterjee, 2016). Also, there seems

The intensity of human casualty was found to be much
higher in the central part of the study area (Figure 8A)
followed by Champua, Patna and Ghatgaon forest ranges
with lower intensities. The decline in forest cover due to
human intervention has degraded elephant habitats leading to
increased clashes between elephants and people. The higher
casualties in the central region can be attributed to high
human density (settlements) surrounding the elephant range.

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 7 | The descriptive map showing the regions highly affected by HEC, which was generated by overlaying high-high HEC and SCWs over kernel density
map, for (A) HEC1, (B) HEC2, and (C) HEC3. The kernel density layer is showing the smooth surface map of HEC cases, where the shades of red regions have the
highest density of HEC cases. Forest cover data for 2006 (A), 2012 (B), and 2018 (C) is given in the background, which is showing a decreasing trend in forest
cover from HEC1 to HEC3.
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FIGURE 8 | Map illustrating the spatial distribution of HEC impacts on human life and property where (A) Human casualties (death and injury), (B) House damage
and (C) crop damage in the study area. The smooth surface layer in the map is showing the intensity of conflict and the triangle-dots are representing the highly
impacted villages. The forest cover map of year 2018 is projected in green, while the change in forest cover between 2001 and 2018 is shown in pink. The human
settlements are shown in black patches in (A) (Source of Human settlement and forest cover data: Keonjhar Forest Division).

to be a high recurrence of house damages in Keonjhar and
Champua forest ranges compared to other areas. Figure 8B
illustrated that the distribution of house damages was majorly
concentrated in the fringe zone closer to the forest border.
Based on literature, it is more likely that houses located

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

within 200m to 1km of a
elephant habitat range are
higher and easy availability
and local brew (Chartier et
Gross et al., 2021).
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farmland, water source and/or
frequently raided due to the
of stored grains, kitchen food
al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2015;
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For instance, human casualty hotspots can be prioritized over
property or crop damage hotspots when mitigation funds are
scarce, as the cost of human casualty precedes cost of property
or crop damage (Gulati et al., 2021). Furthermore, outcomes of
this study will help forest administrations to develop locationbased strategies and determine suitable locations to implement
mitigation plans such as early warning systems, bio or nonlethal fencing, and restoration of wildlife habitats and corridors.
Formulation of spatial baseline data on HEC hotspots, as
demonstrated in our study, could contribute to improvement of
regional databases which may further help in catalyzing larger
analyses and collaborations.
This study makes the following recommendations based on
the interpretations of its outcomes. The limitations of this
study have brought to our understanding that having access
to a detailed long-term dataset is key to a more dynamic
analysis. Therefore, we recommend upgrading and strengthening
HEC data collection protocols by adding the geolocation
and other relevant information such as time of incidence
and characteristics of species etc., which improves the utility
of collected data in resolving conservation issues. Also, the
data collection procedures should be reviewed and validated
periodically by conducting ground-level surveys. As a proactive
conflict management strategy toward coexistence, it is important
to spread awareness on the compensation and insurance schemes
(Merkle et al., 2011), which will also increase the reporting rate
of HEC incidences by the victims. Apart from compensation
schemes, we advocate for government collaborations with the
forest division in promoting more community-based initiatives
such as village response teams in vulnerable regions.
Before initiating any mining/industrial projects effective
land-use planning should be carried out, where the changes
in the land-use type and its consequences on elephant
movement behavior along with their routes are considered.
The hotspot map developed in our study can be considered
as a baseline for such land use planning activities and it can
also be used by the wildlife authorities in prioritizing different
areas for promoting elephant conservation initiatives in this
landscape. Future mitigation plans should focus on assessing
elephant habitat utilization and reconfiguring their movement
pathways to avoid further encounters with human society.
Given the increasing trend in HEC and factors influencing
elephant movement behavior (Chiyo et al., 2005) there is
scope for future research in determining the significant factors
affecting HEC distribution. Conservationists can further probe
into factors (landscape characteristics, proximity between the
conflict sites and elephant habitats etc.) that influence a site’s
vulnerability to HEC. Future studies can also focus on potential
inequalities in HEC by examining the socio-demographic status
of people living within the identified high-risk zones compared
to people outside.

Strengths and Limitations of the Study
In similar studies, significant variables were used to predict the
probability of conflicts by employing grid-based geostatistical
method (Sitati et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2016) and machine
learning techniques (Maxent) (Naha et al., 2019). Taking the
scale of study area and limited availability of high-resolution
variables into consideration, we used a flexible scan statistic
along with Moran’s I and kernel density to identify the risk
prone zones to elephant attack. This upgrades the conventional
method of evaluating the number of villages in HEC affected
areas proposed by Gubbi (2012), by combining SCWs and LISA
cluster map, in addition to assessing the human population
vulnerable to elephant attack in these hotspots. While studies
usually considered either overall HEC (Gubbi, 2012; Naha et al.,
2019) or a particular type of HEC (Sitati et al., 2003; Wilson
et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016) to analyze the spatial aspect, we
derived hotspots for overall HEC as well as different types of
HEC, separately.
A major limitation of this study is reliance on compensation
data as it might not reflect actual intensity of conflict (Karanth
et al., 2018). All the victims of HEC might not have claimed
compensation and there could also be instances where damage
due to other wildlife are reported as damage from elephants.
These instances can lead to a false estimation and mislead the
interpretation outcome. Also, compensation schemes vary on
factors like; economic status of the country, political scenario,
degree of awareness, literacy and sometimes also gender, religion
etc. (Agarwala et al., 2010; Karanth et al., 2012, 2013, 2018;
Manral et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2018), which could restrict
voluntary reporting by victims. To overcome this, future studies
can include surveys to compare the actual scenario with the
estimations obtained from the hotspots as well as in the least/not
affected regions. The absence of HEC spatial locations was
another limitation, which might have led to some spatial error in
estimating hotspot zones, resulting in a small degree of variation
on the ground level. However, as the study objective was to
map the HEC hotspot regions/villages, the precise location of
HEC incidences were not required. Additionally, to overcome
this spatial error in future studies it is advisable to conduct a
preliminary survey to collect the actual locations of HEC for
error estimation. Although, compensation records are prone to
the above-mentioned errors, in the absence of primary data they
are a faster and effective way for assessing the levels of conflict
intensity (Sengupta et al., 2020) of a landscape. It also helps to
address the lack of primary data availability since there is barely
any published information in the study area at the village scale.

Implications and Recommendations
Analyzing spatial patterns of HEC and identifying high risk
areas is important for policy formulation, HEC management and
planning. It provides better context of the risks associated with
the identified hotspots which helps to maximize the effectiveness
and minimize the cost of HEC management, by ensuring efficient
resource allocation to these zones. Finding hotspots for different
types of HEC helps in devising streamlined compensation
policies, whilst expanding the scope of mitigation measures.
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